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Investing in the Highest Order of Value
First Avenue is an intrinsic value equity manager investing exclusively in high quality companies. The
objective of our investment style is to grow our clients’ wealth through the consistent application of
our investment philosophy and process over long periods of time. We list below the simultaneous
conditions necessary for this outcome to materialise.
1.

We forgo opportunity to outperform the market during periods of over-valuation (momentum)
due to either trend exuberance or risk acquisition:

These are periods when: (i) the valuation of most securities on the market do not reflect sufficient
margins of safety, and (ii) the psychological and emotional make-up of investors who dominate
market activity is one of valuing one’s gains more than one’s losses. We refer to our results during
these later stages in the business and market cycle as our pain trade.
2. Our clients stay with us for extended periods of time:
By foregoing momentum related returns, investors in our funds appreciate our ability to: (i) avoid
significant capital losses when the stock market corrects from over-valuation (momentum), and (ii)
continue to grow from a higher base than a market-corrected level. Through this phenomenon,
which is referred to as compounding, we aim to double our clients’ investments with us every 3.9
years at the high end and 5.5 years at the low end. This works out to an average compound annual
return of between 12.25% and 19% depending on where in the cycle a client invests with us. To
further explain, 12.25% is our view of the cost of equity in South Africa, which is the bare minimum
an equity investor should earn and 19% is the average annual compound return on the All Share
since 1960 (the furthest back we could go to find clean data).

Business Update:

The Pursuit of Franchise Value

Over the years, we have communicated to you various organizational and strategic initiatives we
have implemented in order to build an anti-fragile and highly competitive business. These efforts
are all part of building a business which, similar to a human finger print, is unique in the South
African, and hopefully, the global landscape. Our uniqueness, borne out by differentiated outcomes
also translates to our investment returns. Differentiated outcomes in investing are the source of
franchise value, which in turn is responsible for repeatability (sustainability). Investments with
franchise value are bought while those without it are sold.
The best time to build franchise value is when a manager’s asset size is small. This is because a small
fund size allows a manager full expression of their style bias. As fund size grows, investor outcomes
tend to the index as more and more assets chase fewer and fewer preferred opportunities. Strong
expression of style by a manager allows clients and prospects alike to discern patterns of investment
outcomes and decide if and how to invest with the manager. The point here is that the buyer
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understands and values what she’s buying. Lack of style based differentiated outcomes simply raise
more questions than there are comfortable answers for.
To illustrate the concept of franchise value, we hark back to the time when Allan Gray’s South
African unit trust was small and had no offshore exposure. Allan Gray was accepted as the foremost
practitioner of Benjamin Graham’s brand of value investing because the firm consistently expressed
the style strongly. Success of the firm’s expression of style was located in the temperament to
repeat its application year in year out regardless of changes in stock market leadership. We know
changes in stock leadership to Technology-Media-Telecommunications (TMT) almost torpedoed the
firm due to peer relative negative performance. Even through returns in 1998-2000 shown below
may appear positive; a substantially lower exposure to technology stocks (e.g., Didata) than peers
led to an exodus of clients. Nonetheless, the firm continued running the same investment style. The
same highly differentiated outcomes that almost torpedoed Allan Gray during the Tech Bubble were
on full display before the change in leadership to TMT (Figure 1).
Figure 1:

Fund Size Allows for Full Expression of Style in Relative Returns

Note: Allan Gray Equity fund monthly returns used for period 1998-2015. Allan Gray SA Equity Fund used from 2015-2018 to provide
representation of domestic equity performance
Source: ASISA

Differentiated outcomes led to growth in fund size, which beyond 2003, resulted in small swings
around the performance of the index. Yet with franchise value deeply embedded in the minds of the
customer, assets have swelled the firm’s equity fund to dizzying heights. I attribute it to franchise
value because subtracting early returns (pre 2003) from the long term track record leaves the fund
with undifferentiated index like returns.
Still, give the company credit for providing strong diversification effect early on in its life. This is not
always the chosen route of investment management houses. It was rare back then when Allan Gray
did it and it is rare today, with emerging managers more concerned with asset flows than with
expressing themselves fully stylistically. Client sensitivity to the benchmark is hampering the
development of Black asset managers because it removes the incentive for these managers to fully
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express their style bias. Why should they aim for differentiated outcomes if the client wants a
Model T (index like returns) in Black? Above all, this is negates the size advantage Black asset
managers have.
Figure 2:

Undifferentiated Outcomes Despite Size Advantage (Established Black Manager)

Source: Asisa

Figure 2 shows the track record of what is a highly benchmark cognizant style from 2004 through
2013. In 2014, after a considerable period of success in asset gathering, the manager introduces a
strong style bias toward deep value. The switch from having no identity to expressing one strongly
after ten (10) years, results in adverse investment outcomes. The association of investment
outcomes to a new style caused client dissonance and led to significant client outflows from R900m
to cR350m in a space of 8 months. This to us is a wasted opportunity to establish franchise value at
inception and live or die by it.
Differentiation takes one of two forms:



Higher fundamental risk equals higher return – a linear relationship between risk and return
Lower fundamental risk equals higher return – behavioural mispricing of low fundamental risk

The first form of differentiation takes on large quantities of company risk to outperform the index
while the second often assumes lower quantities of company risk to outperform. Fundamental risk
often comes down to a high probability of capital impairment due to cyclicality or structural
deterioration in the competitiveness of a company. That is, risk can be mispriced either due to
cyclical factors or investor behavioural biases. In other words, significant alpha can be generated by
removing risky business from the portfolio. On the JSE, the resource index is the perfect dividing line
between high and low risk investment outcomes. In other words, you can discern differentiation
from the proportion of resource equities in a portfolio and attribute outcomes to one of the two
forms we suggested it takes – high risk or low risk.
We reviewed all the ASISA general equity funds for their weighting in resource equities from March
2013 to the end of September 2018. The results are instructive (Figure 3).
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Figure 3:

Differentiation in the South African Equity Landscape

Note: Only funds with AUM greater than R100m included in study
Source: Morningstar, First Avenue Analysis

First, the SA equity funds of the three large managers with high franchise value (Coronation,
Investec, and Allan Gray) have a similar resource weighting. Most importantly, the resource
weighting in their funds never materially diverges from the ASISA General Equity average (as they,
along with Life owned managers) form the average. This is a function of their size prohibiting them
from expressing themselves fully.
Second, Investec Value has a consistently high proportion of resource equities. This is highly
differentiated from the average. It is an example of taking higher fundamental risk to attain higher
returns.
Third, First Avenue has a consistently low proportion of resource equities, using our size advantage
to double down on style and differentiation from the average.
Fourth, and curiously, the average weighting of resource equities of the Black Asset Manager never
materially diverges from the ASISA General Equity average and that of large managers. This, again,
despite the overwhelming advantage Black managers enjoy (average unit trust size of R130m).

First Avenue Investment Outcomes: Reflect Clear Sector Tilt
Differentiation is meaningless if you cannot establish a clear line of sight between investment
outcomes and one of the two forms in which differentiation manifests itself. In other words, if we
want to move out of underperformance, all we have to do is increase our resource weighting toward
the average (figure 4).
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Figure 4: First Avenue Focused Equity Relative Returns vs. Resource Index

Source: First Avenue, Morningstar

Similarly, by the way, if the manager of Investec Value wants to move out of underperformance, all
he has to do is reduce his resource weighting toward the average. However, if both us do that, that
would put paid to diversification in the equity space in South Africa. So while swinging for higher
fundamental risk would nett us performance in line with the index, it would push irreconcilably away
from franchise value. Put differently, we simply refuse to build a house on a fault line of an
earthquake (risk) on the basis that we can sell the house before the earthquake strikes. Our
strength is the temperament to watch buyers flock to such assets with the hope to on-sell them at
higher prices.
Let’s explain to you why. While our results lag that of the market we are well within striking
distance when, not if, an earthquake hits and resource equities retreat. Unlike most of the
structures (resource companies) built on unstable (cyclical) ground that will be destroyed for ever,
we have not lost our clients’ powder; we’ve just kept it dry. It is easy to chide, berate, and forget
about us now but come war time, investors will remember Switzerland!
Take the two currently best performing highly cyclical companies, Anglo American (AGL) and BHP
Billiton (BIL), and two of currently worst performing High Quality businesses, Anheuser Busch (ANH)
and British American Tobacco (BTI). We have no holding in either of the former and a c.17% holding
of the latter two (in our Focused Equity Fund and 9.44% General Equity). While share prices of AGL
and BIL (along with other mining companies) have done spectacularly well this year due to their
delivery into China’s US$ based Developed Market (DM) facing supply chain, ANH and BTI share
prices have de-rated with the fall of Emerging Market (EM) currencies (where they make a great deal
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of their profits). This divergence in share prices was most pronounced in the middle of August when
the Turkish Lira’s fall spread to other EM currencies (Figure 5).
Figure 5:

Divergence in Fortunes for Mining vs. Consumer Staples: EM vs. DM

Source: First Avenue, Reuters

So while the ZAR dropped relative to the USD, AGL and BIL got the benefit because their products
are priced in USD. ANH and BTI did not because their products within a lot of their markets are in EM
where currencies fell away relative to the USD. No Rand hedge benefit. Beyond the point that ANH
and BTI are far better allocators of capital, their competitive advantages make them recession
resilient and recession resistant respectively. If the EM has dropped, making valuations of
fundamentally strong companies such as ANH and BTI even more attractive, then the next shoe to
drop is DM and by extension, EM suppliers into DM such as China. This however, is not priced into
share prices of mining companies.
We will not bother you with our views on interest rates in the US and the potential impact of the
hardening of monetary policy might be to the US. We are not good at that sort of stuff. What will
move the needle for China’s supply chain into the US, and by default, anyone that delivers into that
supply-chain, is the trade war. This is real and its reality has been reflected in share prices of
Chinese companies listed in both Shanghai and Hong Kong. How come then that the share prices of
BIL and AGL have completely escaped this reality?
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Figure 6:

AGL, BIL vs. Shanghai, Hong Kong Stock Composite (USD)

Source: First Avenue, Reuters

Either we are missing something, or investors are like the proverbial frog in a pot of water. The
water temperature is slowly rising and will affect demand and production in China. Global supply
lines are such that production cannot be switched to another country rapidly enough to avoid
interruptions in the delivery of commodities. Commodity prices will fall as the global supply chain
realigns. Let’s explain.
We will dispense with the basic details of the trade war; suffice to say that China will suffer much
more pain than America because of, amongst others, its over-reliance on trade and on core US
technology in its supply chain. Last year, China exported US$500bn worth of goods to US which, in
contrast, sold US$130bn worth of goods to China. In this relationship, China is the seller and the US
is the net buyer, a customer whose size confers upon strong bargaining power. The Chinese
economy, as a seller, relies more on mutual trade than America’s. A White Paper recently released
by China’s State Council contained some troubling statistics. China’s exports to the US accounted for
19 per cent of its total exports, while US exports to China represented 8 per cent of total US exports.
Currently, trade represents nearly 20 per cent of China’s gross domestic product (GDP) while it
makes up about 14 per cent of US economic output. And US value-added exports to China were
equivalent to 0.7 per cent of its GDP, while such Chinese exports to the US were equivalent to
roughly 3 per cent of its economic output. A trade war will hurt an exporter more than an importer.
In normal times, China’s trade surplus, closed capital account and foreign currency reserves would
ballast against concerns over a rising dollar. In the context of the trade dispute, it is facing
idiosyncratic risks. Rates and the economy are slowing while the renminbi is down more than 5%
YTD. The size of its debt pile is estimated to be as large as $6 trillion when hidden debt is taken into
consideration. Under such an environment, the number of strategic levers available to the Chinese
Government to manage the situation is severely limited. Even the recent income tax cut announced
by the Government was treated as a non-event.
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A lasting trade war, which both sides are bracing for, will force foreign companies to diversify or shift
supply away from China and to relocate their production lines to safer countries like Vietnam,
Malaysia, Indonesia and Mexico, in an effort to bypass increased costs. The tariff war will certainly
be felt in capital investment, as corporations are likely to hold off investment decisions amid rising
uncertainty. Currently, foreign-owned firms contributed 2.5 trillion yuan (US$363.8 billion) of fixed
asset investments, accounting for 3.1 per cent of nominal GDP. Exports, investments and
consumption are the three engines of the Chinese economy. Consequently, in the medium-to-long
term, if tensions continue, China’s growth is likely to be hit much harder than that of the US, far
beyond the scale indicated by these trade data. Well aware of this threat, China has widened
income tax exemption on reinvested profits for foreign firms in order to boost foreign investment.
The tax exemption is retroactive from January 1 this year. It means firms that have paid taxes this
year will receive a refund. These initiatives are meant to absorb the cost of tariffs for companies in
the export supply chain, and encourage them to stay rather than move their production facilities.
The problem is US tariffs will rise to 25% on January 1 2019 and perhaps even higher during the year
if China digs in rather than relent and make concessions to the US. Can the Chinese government
reduce taxes some more to offset the cost of increasing tariffs on exporting?
In a similar vein, Chinese firms that buy American hi-tech industrial products will also seek to move
to “safe” countries to avoid the punitive tariffs. Beyond the economy, this will hurt national pride.
Yet China’s supply chain will struggle without cost effective access to some of the world’s best
brands – Microsoft, Intel, Qualcomm, Boeing, and so on. Donald Trump has signalled his willingness
to:



Disrupt not just bilateral trade but also investment and technology exchanges as Washington
accuses China of stealing intellectual property in technology.
Walk the United States out of a 144 year old international treaty known as the Universal Postal
Union which sets rates for sending mail between different countries. The treaty gives lower
mailing rates to poorer countries, including China, which Trump and other critics say has let
China flood the U.S. with dirt cheap electronics and other goods often sold online for rock
bottom prices. About 60% of packages shipped into the US come from China.

All of this is throwing President Xi’s domestic reform strategies (“Made in China 2025” – a multitrillion dollar effort to dominate the future of self-driving vehicles, renewable energy, robots, and
artificial intelligence) into disarray, perhaps permanently. Trumps trade war is sending too many
market forces to an economy that is relatively too rigid to handle them. Now, President Xi’s
attention has shifted to economic reform to making this year’s GDP growth numbers as its tightly
controlled currency has fallen 6.4% and the stock market (Shanghai) is 23% lower so far this year. It
will get worse in January 2019. Trump has threatened to widen the trade war from US$200bn to
US$505bn of Chinese goods entering the US and increasing tariffs on them from 10% to 25%.
If the stock market, a very strong leading indicator, is signalling calamity in China, the primary buyer
of commodities, why have commodity prices not fallen yet? Likewise, we ask, if stocks of growth,
cash rich companies on American stock markets are reacting negatively to rising bond yields (from
2.2% last year to 3.2% this year), despite strong earnings momentum, why have growth facing
resource equities on the JSE not fallen? While local investors have made hay of the healthy state of
mining company balance sheets compared to the 2004-2008 cycle, not a single mining company has
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the strengths and cash generating ability of Microsoft or Amazon. Yet the latter have reacted to
potential inflationary effects of the trade war. What’s more, it is defensive, high quality assets in
South Africa that have fallen instead of more cyclical mining companies. A case in point is British
American Tobacco whose regulatory woes in the United States have not impeded the upward march
in the company’s earnings and dividends. An investor can now buy the highly certain earnings and
dividends at a price multiple of 12 and (dividend) yield of 6%. Either this is a company going
bankrupt or an excellent investment opportunity. In other words, that the share price has fallen
40% from its high of R950 on announcement of FDA regulations means that regulations will deplete
40% of the company’s global smoker base or the market has overreacted to the FDA’s
announcements.
Figure 7: BTI Share Price Performance versus Annual Per Share Earnings and Dividends

Source: First Avenue, Reuters

The picture, as you know, is markedly different for mining companies where earnings, dividends, and
share prices never follow a consistent upward trajectory. We posit that investors in cyclical growth
companies, mining in particular, are not ready for a cyclical turn in the sector and many will be
irreversibly scarred. When commodity prices finally react to materially slow growth in China, and
higher interest rates in the US, investors will rue the decision by managements of mining companies
to prioritize dividends and share buy backs over mine development for volume growth. Mining
companies are not only capital and labour intensive, but the labour is also highly unionized. The
most available source of capital for mining companies will be to take on debt to supplement
shrinking cash flows from lower commodity prices. A higher interest rate environment may mean
that this may need to be supplemented by share issuances should such a capital raise be necessary
at the turn of the cycle.
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Investment Outcomes
Our investment outcomes have therefore been affected by a combination of cyclicals companies
rising at the expense of falling high quality companies. Performance attribution in Figure shows that
the fund’s zero holding in Sasol detracted 60bp from our return relative to the benchmark and a
5.5% overweight in Anheuser Busch detracted another 60bp.
Fig 8:

5 Top/Bottom Contributors to Return 1yr. Ending September 30: Focused Equity Fund

Source: Statpro, First Avenue

Or a 3% overweight in Standard Bank contrasting with no holding in Anglo American
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Fig 9:

5 Top/Bottom Contributors to Return 1yr. Ending September 30: General Equity Fund

Source: Statpro, First Avenue

Our clients have overwhelmingly demonstrated admirable fortitude in believing in both our thesis
despite recording alpha in the last two and a half years.
Fig. 10: Portfolio Performance General Equity Fund vs. SWIX since Inception Ending Sept 30, 2018

Source: Statpro, First Avenue
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Fig. 11: Portfolio Performance Focused Equity Fund vs. SWIX since Inception to Sept 30 2018

Source: Statpro, First Avenue

It would be incomplete if we didn’t share with you the wealth-bearing reason we do not invest in
resource equities. Sectors where quality is prevalent outperform resource equities an increasing
rate over time (compounding). To boot, the former sports lower volatility than the latter. The only
question relevant to the investor to ask her or himself is whether they can withstand short periods in
which resource equities outperform.
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Fig 12: The Benefits of Compounding over Market Timing: Do you have the Time?

Source: Statpro, First Avenue

Fig. 13: Annual Volatility FINDI vs. RESI

Source: Statpro, First Avenue

We have no reason to believe that this time is different – good companies have gone bad and bad
companies have turned good. If anything, good companies represent a more compelling investment
opportunity than ever over the past 16 years! In a rising rate environment, dividend yields with
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certainty of growth are golden (in fact, better than gold)! The dividend yield of our portfolio of high
quality, cash generative, capital light businesses is as high as it has ever been. This dividend yield is
not conditional on commodity prices staying up as it is for mining companies.
Fig. 13: Dividend Yield: General Equity Fund and Focused Quality Fund

Source: Reuters, First Avenue

To be sure, the quality of companies in our portfolios, as measured by Return on Equity (ROE) is at
its highest in the Focused Fund, the more defensive of the two strategies we manage. The Focused
portfolio has underperformed the General Equity strategy. While both should outperform the
market in a rising rate environment, the Focused Fund should outperform the General Equity Fund
handsomely.
Fig. 14: Return on Equity: General Equity Fund and Focused Quality Fund

Source: Reuters, First Avenue
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Figure 15:

First Avenue General Equity Fund Top 10 Bets vs. SWIX: As at Sept 30, 2018

Source: First Avenue, Statpro, Bloomberg

Figure 16:

First Ave Focused Quality Fund Top 10 Bets vs Capped SWIX: As At Sept 30, 2018

Source: First Avenue, Bloomberg

Conclusion
Stock markets are leading indicators of the economic cycle. Chinese and American stock markets are
currently telegraphing adverse effects of the trade war between the two countries. The Chinese
stock market, down c.24% year to date, is predicting that China will be affected far more than the
US. Yet the US 10yr bond yield, up a full percent between Q3 2017 and Q3 2018 is telegraphing a
steep rise in inflation and interest rates. China, the largest consumer of commodities is teetering but
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commodity prices aren’t. This is an anomaly. Commodity prices, like growth companies in the US,
require strong economic growth to support their levity. Yet, share prices of growth companies in the
US are falling and commodity prices aren’t. This is the second anomaly. The third anomaly is that
defensive highly cash generative assets, at least in South Africa, are falling and growth-facing
resource equities aren’t. Is the Chinese stock market wrong to indicate materially slower growth in
China? Are US markets wrong to indicate commodity busting inflation in the US? Is the JSE right?
We are certain that the answer to all three questions is “No”. Soon enough, our position of zero
resource holdings will pay off in spades. In a rising interest rate environment, investors seek safety
first and then growth (it is the other way round in a falling rate environment). Our two domestic
strategies sport dividend yields of 3.5% and 3.6% with defensive growth versus a cyclical high DY of
RESI Top 20 of 4.7% (High dividend yields signal peak valuations for mining companies, low dividends
signal a cyclical trough. The opposite is true for stable, structurally strong companies)

Disclaimer
First Avenue Investment Management is an Authorized Financial Service Provider (FSP 42693).
The content of this presentation and any information provided may be of a general nature and may not be
based on any analysis of the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of the client (as
defined in the Financial Advisory Intermediary Services Act). As a result, there may be limitations as to the
appropriateness of any information given. It is therefore recommended that the client first obtain the
appropriate legal, tax, investment or other professional advice and formulate an appropriate investment
strategy that would suit the risk profile of the client prior to acting upon such information and to consider
whether any recommendation is appropriate considering the client’s own objectives and particular needs.
Any opinions, statements and any information made, whether written, oral or implied are expressed in good
faith.
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